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ABSTRACT

The environment of L1512, a starless dense core, has been mapped at high angular resolution in the
12CO (J \ 2È1) line over more than 1 pc, with a few positions observed in the 12CO (J \ 3È2) and
(J \ 4È3) lines. The gas outside the dense core is structured in several Ðlaments, roughly 1 pc long and
D0.1 pc thick, converging at the dense core position. Small longitudinal (D1 km s~1 pc~1) but large
transverse (up to 8 km s~1 pc~1) velocity gradients are observed. Remarkably, the transverse gradients
can be seen to change sign periodically, along at least one of the Ðlaments. Thus, there are oscillations in
the toroidal velocity within the Ðlaments, which may be a signature of a magnetohydrodynamic insta-
bility developing in Ðlaments permeated by a helical magnetic Ðeld. In the case of L1512, according to
the analysis of Fiege & Pudritz, the growth rate of the instability is low, corresponding to a timescale of
the order of 1 Myr. We deduce from the wavelength of the oscillations that the toroidal component of
the magnetic Ðeld dominates the poloidal component. The toroidal component helps conÐne the Ðla-
ments, which are not otherwise conÐned by self-gravity by the pressure of the galactic H I(m/m

vir
D 0.2),

layer, or by external turbulent pressure. We Ðnd that the velocity gradients in the vicinity of the dense
core provide an estimate for an upper limit to the accretion rate onto the dense core of M0 \ 4 ] 10~6

yr~1. For the gas characteristics in the Ðlaments, we Ðnd that a broad range of density and tem-M
_

perature is allowed for the gas, from cm~3 for the coldest case K) down ton
H2

\ 2 ] 103 (T
k
\ 20 n

H2
\

180 cm~3 for the warmest K).(T
k
\ 250

Subject headings : ISM: clouds È ISM: magnetic Ðelds È ISM: molecules

1. INTRODUCTION

It is by now well established observationally that massive
molecular clouds are close to virial balance between self-
gravity and the nonthermal energy contained in their turbu-
lent motions (Dame et al. 1986 ; Scoville et al. 1987 ;
Solomon et al. 1987 ; Falgarone & 1987). A largePe� rault
fraction of molecular clouds, though, are not gravitationally
bound, in particular the smallest, least massive structures
(Falgarone, Puget, & 1992), and they are likely con-Pe� rault
Ðned by an external pressure, possibly of turbulent origin
(Bertoldi & McKee 1992 ; et al. 2000). ItVa� zquez-Semadeni
is therefore to be expected that the criterion for the develop-
ment of the gravitational instability is not the Jeans cri-
terion, which involves only local and scale-free quantities
(the density and temperature of the gas), but rather that the
formation of small-scale, self-gravitating structures, such as
dense cores, and the eventual collapse of stars within these
cores are governed by processes rooted in their large-scale
environment.

However, the interplay of turbulence and its dissipation
with the evolution of molecular clouds is complex. Recent
numerical simulations of supersonic turbulence with gravity
have demonstrated the rapid formation of dense self-
gravitating structures resulting from shocks and shock
interactions (Klessen, Heitsch, & Mac Low 2000). These
simulations conÐrm that turbulence prevents global col-
lapse, as had been shown analytically by Bonazzola et al.
(1987, 1992). Other lines of investigation have been devel-

oped. Myers & Lazarian (1998) propose that dense cores
form in turbulent cooling Ñows driven by local gradients of
turbulent pressure. The impact of the timescales involved in
the scale-dependent turbulent pressure and, more impor-
tantly, in its gradients, must be addressed before such a
scenario can be validated. In molecular clouds, the neutrals
and the ions are not closely coupled at small scales (and
short timescales), and ion-neutral friction in magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) shocks or in MHD waves may generate an
important dissipation (Kulsrud & Pearce 1969 ; Flower &
Pineau des 1998). The ion-neutral drift has not beenForeü ts
taken into account yet in numerical simulations of MHD
turbulence that allow estimates of the timescales for energy
dissipation (Ostriker, Gammie, & Stone 1999 ; Mac Low
1999). Finally, viscous processes (elastic neutral-neutral
collisions) occur in the regions of largest shear of the veloc-
ity Ðeld, localized, for instance, at the boundary of coherent
vortices. Laboratory experiments of incompressible turbu-
lence (Douady, Couder, & Brachet 1991 ; Cadot, Douady, &
Couder 1995) suggest that these vortices have a cross-
sectional radius between the inner Kolmogorov scale (orl

d
the dissipation scale) and the Taylor microscale, Ll

d
1@3L2@3,

being the integral scale. Numerical simulations of com-
pressible turbulence cannot properly describe the Ñuid
properties so close to the dissipation scale (Porter, Pouquet,
& Woodward 1994), but the fraction of the turbulent energy
in the solenoidal part (incompressible) of the velocity Ðeld is
signiÐcant. The Kolmogorov scale in molecular clouds is
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estimated to be of the order of 10 AU, and therefore is
orders of magnitude smaller than size scales accessible to
current observations. Dissipation occurring at these small
scales can therefore be studied only with statistical tools
(Lis et al. 1996 ; Pety 1999) or chemical signatures (Joulain
et al. 1998).

With the expectation of shedding light on the processes
leading to the formation of dense cores within molecular
clouds and of analyzing the dynamics of the gas in the
vicinity of such cores, maps of the environment of three
dense cores without embedded stars have been made in the
two lowest transitions of CO and isotopes over Ðelds of a
few square arcminutes around low-mass dense cores
(Falgarone et al. 1998). The results were as follows. (1) The
cores have an internal velocity dispersion much smaller
than that of their environment over a similar size scale. (2)
The core environment in all three Ðelds is highly structured
and exhibits conspicuous Ðlaments with di†erent properties
in each Ðeld. In the L1512 Ðeld, there are only a few bright
Ðlaments, while in another Ðeld (in the Polaris Flare), the
Ðlaments are more numerous, less organized spatially,
thinner, and smaller. (3) The gas component outside the
dense cores has a high 12CO/13CO ratio. (4) The 12CO line
shapes are non-Gaussian, and it was shown that the line
wing emission originates primarily in the Ðlamentary struc-
tures. A mosaic of 13 Ðelds has been made with the Plateau
de Bure interferometer in the 12CO (J \ 1È0) line in the
environment of the dense core in the Polaris Flare (Pety &
Falgarone 2001, in preparation). The angular resolution of
this map is or 500 AU, at the distance of the Ñare3A.8 ] 3A.5,
(d \ 150 pc). Extremely large transverse velocity gradients
have been measured in two of the Ðlaments : velocity di†er-
ences of 3.5 km s~1 over 1500 AU, or +v D 450 km s~1
pc~1, implying rotational periods as small as 104 yr.

The work here is a follow-up of this study, carried out on
the Ðeld surrounding the core L1512. Our goals are to
further characterize the density and temperature, as well as
the dynamics, of the gas in the Ðlaments that make up the
core environment. To do so, we observed the line wing
emission with a high signal-to-noise ratio in the 12CO
(J \ 3È2) and (J \ 4È3) transitions to better constrain the
excitation of the gas in the Ðlaments, and we made a 12CO
(J \ 2È1) large-scale map in the on-the-Ñy mode. A sta-
tistical analysis of the turbulent velocity Ðeld, in particular
that of its non-Gaussian features, has been conducted in the
1 pc Ðeld around L1512 along the lines developed in Lis et
al. (1996). It allows the localization of the regions of largest
vorticity (Pety 1999 ; Pety & Falgarone 2001, in
preparation).

In ° 2, we describe the observations. In ° 3, we present the
observational results regarding the velocity Ðeld in the Ðla-
ments and their density and temperature. In ° 4, we discuss
the possible heating sources for the detected warm gas,
provide a tentative interpretation of the data invoking a
helical magnetic Ðeld to conÐne the Ðlaments (Fiege &
Pudritz 2000a, 2000b), and give the characteristics of the gas
inÑow onto the dense core.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The selected dense core L1512 is a small (size D 0.1 pc),
nearby, low-mass dense core with no signpost of star forma-
tion. It is located at the edge of the Taurus-Auriga-Perseus
complex in a low average column density region at the
parsec scale of a few 1020 cm~2). This is deduced from(N

H2

the low angular resolution 12CO (J \ 1È0) observations of
Ungerechts & Thaddeus (1987). The fact that the dense core
is surrounded by an almost transparent environment helps
in isolating the gas directly connected to the core and in
minimizing confusion with unrelated components. The
local density within the dense core is deduced fromH

2
multitransition observations of several molecules (CS,

and and is in the range 3 ] 104È105HC
3
N, NH

3
, C

3
H

2
)

cm~3. The lines in this core are among the narrowestC
3
H

2
ever observed, but their small line width cannot be
accounted for by thermal motions alone, as is also the case
for the line widths. The average gas temperature in theNH

3
core is estimated to be 12 K, and the nonthermal contribu-
tion to the observed motions is only km s~1.p

NT
\ 0.038

L1512 is one of the least centrally condensed cores detected
in the submillimeter continuum by Ward-Thompson et al.
(1994) and does not have any spectral signature of infall
motion toward a central object (Gregersen & Evans 2000).

Observations were performed with the 10.4 m antenna of
the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) in 1997
January and December for the high-frequency lines 12CO
(J \ 3È2) and (J \ 4È3) and in 1997 December and 1998
November for the 12CO (J \ 2È1) map. The single sideband
(SSB) system temperature, including the e†ects of the
EarthÏs atmosphere, was D2000 K at 461 GHz and D700
K at 346 GHz. The zenith opacity at 220 GHz was about
0.05 during the high-frequency observations. The SSB
system temperature was D270 K at 230 GHz, with a zenith
opacity of about 0.1. The efficiencies, measured on small
planets at intermediate zenith angles, are 0.55, 0.75, and 0.8
at 461 GHz, 346 GHz, and 230 GHz, respectively. The data
were taken with an acousto-optical spectrometer whose
e†ective resolution varied between 100 and 150 kHz. Fre-
quency calibration was performed regularly. The 100 kHz
resolution corresponds to 0.065 km s~1 at 461 GHz. The
angular resolution (half-power beamwidth) of the telescope
is 16A, 22A, and 28A, at the three frequencies, respectively.
Pointing was checked either on planets or on the line emis-
sion of protoplanetary sources such as CRL 618. The inten-
sity calibration was performed with the classical hot-cold
load measurements. The high-frequency spectra were
obtained after long integrations in the position-switching
mode. The 12CO (J \ 2È1) map was constructed with the
on-the-Ñy technique at a speed of 2A s~1, with a dump of the
data every 8 s (or one-half beam). The size of individual
scans between two comparison measurements was 360A in
R.A. The whole map has been observed twice and contains
8750 spectra with an average rms noise level, for a
resolution of 100 kHz, of about 0.2 K. The area of the 12CO
(J \ 2È1) map (24@ ] 26@) is therefore about 12 times larger
than the IRAM 30 m map (5@ ] 10@) and covers an area of
1.2 pc ] 1 pc around the dense core.

3. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

3.1. Morphology and Mass Distribution

The 12CO (J \ 2È1) line-integrated intensity map is dis-
played in Figure 1a. The region of the 12CO peak (about
4@ ] 4@) corresponds to the dense core as traced in the C18O
line (see Fig. 2 of Falgarone et al. 1998, hereafter F98). The
distribution of the 12CO line emission is highly anisotropic
and is concentrated in a network of Ðlamentary structures.
These Ðlaments are identiÐed with numbers from 1 to 6 in
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FIG. 1a

FIG. 1b

FIG. 1.È(a) Map of the integrated line intensity of the 12CO (J \ 2È1) line observed in the on-the-Ñy mode at the CSO. The contour levels are 1, 2, and 3
K km s~1. The (0, 0) position is d(1950) \ 32¡36@. The o†sets are in arcseconds. The dense core, barely visible in the 12CO emission, isa(1950) \ 05h00m54s.5,
centered at (0A, 180A) and has a diameter of about 200A, or 0.15 pc. (b) Maps of the 12CO (J \ 2È1) line intensity integrated over di†erent velocity intervals
(whole line [left and right panels] or [7.3, 8.1] km s~1 [center panel]) in order to individualize the six Ðlaments discussed in the text and display the cuts
corresponding to the space-velocity diagrams of Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 1b, which shows the 12CO (J \ 2È1) emission inte-
grated over di†erent velocity intervals. Three of these struc-
tures (1, 4, and 5) may extend beyond the limits of the map
and two of them (1 and 4) are as long as 0.75 pc, with a
thickness (at half intensity) varying between 0.08 and 0.2 pc.
These Ðlaments all converge in projection toward the loca-
tion of the dense core centered at o†set position (0A, 180A).

A histogram of the line-integrated brightness distribution
has been built. The positions above W (CO) \ 3 K km s~1
belong to the dense core region (see Fig. 1a), those with
W (CO) between 1 and 3 K km s~1 belong to the Ðlaments,
and those between 0.1 and 1 K km s~1 to the background
(0.1 K km s~1 is the 3 p level for the integrated emission).
Although the Ðlaments and the background Ðll approx-
imately the same fractional area in the map, the mass frac-
tion in the Ðlaments, estimated from W (CO), is 75% of the
total mass in the map, the dense core apparently contrib-
uting less than 1%, which is to be expected from the large
optical depth of the 12CO (J \ 2È1) line in the direction of

the dense core. If the CO optical depth is taken into
account, the mass fraction in the core becomes about one
half, as explained below.

The brightness contrast in 12CO between the core and its
environment is only about 4 to 1, as seen above, while the
contrast in column density, as derived from the C18O
(J \ 1È0) line for the core and the 12CO (J \ 2È1) line for
the environment, is B20 to 1. The C18O (J \ 1È0) line
intensity in the direction of the core is 2 K and the line
width is 0.2 km s~1 (F98). It corresponds to an columnH

2
density of 2 ] 1022 cm~2 for cm~3,N

H2
n
H2

\ 3 ] 104
while the 12CO (J \ 2È1) integrated line intensity of 1 to 3
K km s~1 in the core environment corresponds to N

H2
B

1021 cm~2, assuming cm~2 (KN
H2

/W (CO) \ 2.5 ] 1020
km s~1)~1 for the 12CO (J \ 1È0) line and an R(2È1/1È0)
brightness ratio of 0.65 (F98). The mass in the denseH

2
core, derived from the above estimate of the columnH

2
density, is 6 The total mass of gas traced by 12COM

_
.

(J \ 2È1) within the 1.2 pc ] 1 pc Ðeld is 10 asM
_

,
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deduced from the (J \ 2È1) integrated line intensity over
the whole map [W (CO) \ 1.3 K km s~1] and the conver-
sion factor and line ratios quoted above.

3.2. T he Velocity Field

3.2.1. Filamentary Structure of the L ine W ing Emission

In the two lowest rotational transitions, the 12CO to
13CO line ratios were found to vary signiÐcantly across the
line proÐles (F98). For this reason, in this work the 12CO
line emission of L1512 was divided into the line core and
line wing emission on the sole basis of the 12CO to 13CO
line ratios. The line core emission arises in the velocity inter-
val [6.5, 7.3] km s~1 and corresponds to the velocity cover-
age of the dense core (i.e., gas-bright in 13CO and C18O). In
this velocity interval the 12CO to 13CO line ratios are close
to unity at the peaks. For the line wing emission, over the
velocity range [7.3, 8.1] km s~1, the 12CO to 13CO ratios
are much higher, from a few up to D20. The gas, which has
a high 12CO/13CO ratio, likely also radiates in the velocity
range of the line core emission but cannot be disentangled
from it in this velocity range. It is easily traced by the 12CO
lines, but studying it with 13CO emission would require
very long integrations. In the following, we rely on the Ðnd-
ings of F98, namely that the space-velocity structure of the
gas emitting the 12CO line allows a large photon-escape
probability. We therefore stress the fact that the 12CO line,
in velocity intervals avoiding that of the dense core, traces
the bulk of the molecular material.

Maps of the 12CO (J \ 2È1) emission integrated over
velocity bins of width 0.5 km s~1 are displayed in Figure 2.
They illustrate the complex structure of the gas that does
not belong to the dense core, i.e., gas farther than ^2@ from
o†set (0A, 180A) at any velocity, or gas within ^2@ of o†set
(0A, 180A) in the velocity range [7.3, 8.1] km s~1. The six
Ðlaments identiÐed in Figure 1b can be recognized on the
channel maps. Filament 1 is almost straight and extends up
to the edge of the present map (i.e., over 900A, or 0.7 pc, at
the distance of the source, d \ 150 pc). Filaments 2 and 3
are much shorter and are best visible in the velocity ranges

[7.3, 7.5] km s~1 and [7.1, 7.3] km s~1, respectively. Fila-
ment 4 is elongated in the east-west direction and likely
forms a loop with the emission in the northwest corner of
the map. Filaments 5, in the south (brighter at [7.5, 7.7] km
s~1), and 6, in the east, may be connected to each other.
Interestingly, the dense core is located at the point of con-
vergence of all these Ðlaments. It would seem unlikely that
this convergence is due only to a projection e†ect.

As visible in the channel maps, these elongated Ðlaments
also emit in the velocity range of the line core, which con-
Ðrms that the so-called line core emission is a mixture of
core and wing emission. The spatial distribution of the line
wing emission (usually much weaker than the line core
emission) is visible in the position-velocity diagrams of
Figure 3. It appears as a weak emission at velocities greater
than 7.3 km s~1. It is not necessarily associated with line
core emission (e.g., the southernmost region in most of the
declination cuts and the westernmost regions in the R.A.
cuts). It also appears as the extension of an east-west Ðla-
mentary structure (cut in R.A. at ddecl. \ 272A).

3.2.2. Velocity Gradients

Figure 2 shows that there is a large-scale gradient of
about 1 km s~1 pc~1 in the northwest-southeast direction.
The space-velocity diagrams of Figures 3 and 4 display the
most characteristic patterns observed in the Ðeld. They
illustrate the variety of the velocity gradients (i.e., their
spatial uniformity or, in other cases, their sharp variations
in space). In these diagrams, the gradients appear as devi-
ations of the pattern of CO emission from the vertical direc-
tion (v \ constant). Their behaviors, displayed in Figures 3
and 4 are complex. The main properties of the velocity
gradients are the following :

Longitudinal gradients (D ^ 1 km s~1 pc ~1) are found
in the two main Ðlaments (Figs. 3b and 4b are cuts along
Ðlaments 1 and 4, respectively). These longitudinal gradi-
ents are small but uniform over 400A or more, i.e., a size
scale greater than 0.3 pc. Gradients are signiÐcantly larger
at small scales. It is remarkable that many of these gradients

FIG. 2.ÈMaps of 12CO (J \ 2È1) intensity integrated over velocity bins of 0.5 km s~1, shown below each panel. The intensity scale is di†erent for each
map and is provided at the right edge of each panel in K km s~1.
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FIG. 3.ÈDeclination-velocity diagrams for a set of cuts at di†erent R.A. o†sets, indicated above each diagram. These cuts, like those of Fig. 4, have been
selected to be illustrative of the various morphologies of the velocity Ðeld in the map.

are uniform in space over a few tenths of a parsec. Table 1
lists values of the velocity gradients measured in the vicinity
of the dense core. The dense core is localized within ^100A
in R.A. and from ]80A to 280A in declination. The six cuts
listed in Table 1 intercept the dense core and have been
selected because they illustrate the variations of the velocity
gradients around the dense core. These variations are diffi-
cult to interpret because of projection e†ects. Yet it is

unlikely that they trace a random velocity pattern around
the dense core, because all the velocity components connect
to the dense core position (in projection) at the dense core
velocity. If these gradients trace inward motions toward the
dense core, the variations of the sign of the gradients, on the
same side of the core and from one side to the other, suggest
that the inward Ñow is far from homogeneous and probably
occurs along multiple and distinct directions around the
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FIG. 4.ÈSame as Fig. 3, but for R.A.-velocity diagrams and cuts at di†erent declination o†sets

core. We rule out outward motions because the core has no
embedded object. The maximum velocities of the gas rela-
tive to the core velocity are given in columns (4) and (7) of
Table 1. They correspond to the product of the measured
+v by its spatial extent. These relative velocities are large,
up to 0.6 km s~1 at about 0.4 pc from the core, and there-
fore larger than the sound velocity in at 20 KH

2
(c

s
\ 0.3

km s~1), but they are commensurate with the veloc-Alfve� n
ity, km s~1, for B \ 10 kG and cm~3.v

A
\ 0.6 n

H2
\ 500

Relatively large transverse gradients (D5 km s~1 pc~1)
are visible across each of the two main Ðlaments (1 and 4).
Perhaps the most interesting feature is the fact that these

gradients change sign along Ðlament 1, as illustrated in
Figure 4. The Ðlament emission covers the R.A. o†set range
[0A, 200A] with slight changes with declination o†sets (see
Figs. 1 and 2). The velocity gradient across the Ðlament is
positive in Figure 4c and negative in Figures 4d and 4e.
Gradient variations are also found over the western part of
Ðlament 4. A blow-up of the space-velocity diagrams is
given in Figure 5a for Ðlament 4 and in Figure 5b for Ðla-
ment 1. The diagrams are restricted to the positions of the
Ðlaments. Velocity gradients measured at these positions
for the line peak emission are plotted in Figure 6 as a func-
tion of the position along each Ðlament. Fewer positions
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TABLE 1

VELOCITY GRADIENTS IN THE VICINITY OF THE DENSE CORE

+v South/East Extent l *v
max

+v North-West Extent l *v
max

Cut Position (km s~1 pc~1) (pc) (km s~1) (km s~1 pc~1) (pc) (km s~1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

dR.A. \ 176A . . . . . . . [2.5 0.2 0.5 0.65 0.3 0.2

dR.A. \ 80A . . . . . . . . 0 . . . 0 [1.2 0.3 0.36

dR.A. \ 32A . . . . . . . . 0 . . . 0 1.8 0.2 0.36

dR.A. \ [32A . . . . . . [1 0.2 0.2 2.5 0.2 0.5

ddecl. \ 128A . . . . . . . [2.5 0.2 0.5 0 . . . 0

ddecl. \ 272A . . . . . . . [1.3 0.3 0.4 1.5 0.4 0.6

NOTES.ÈFor the cuts in declination (di†erent dR.A.), cols. (2)È(4) and cols. (5)È(7) characterize the velocity
gradients measured in the south (S) and north (N) of the dense core, respectively. For the cuts in R.A. (di†erent
ddecl.), the same columns characterize the gradients measured in the east (E) and west (W) of the dense core,
respectively. Note that +v.*v

max
\ l

FIG. 5.ÈBlow-up of space-velocity diagrams over restricted ranges of space and velocity (320A, or 0.24 pc, and 1.3 km s~1). A velocity gradient of 1.3 km
s~1 over 0.24 pc, or 5.5 km s~1 pc~1 is therefore parallel to one of the diagonals of each square. The upper row displays declination cuts at di†erent R.A.
o†sets (above each map) across Ðlament 4. The Ðlament extends from ddecl. \ 144A to 304A. The lower row displays R.A. cuts at di†erent declinations across
Ðlament 1. The position of the Ðlament varies in declination (see its shape in Fig. 1). It extends from dR.A. \ 200A to 0A in the south, between dR.A. \ 230A
and 50A at about ddecl. \ 550A, and between dR.A. \ 150A and [30A in the north.

FIG. 6.ÈVariations of the transverse velocity gradients with position
(expressed by the pixel number in each coordinate of the map; each pixel is
16A, with origin in the southeast corner) along Ðlaments 1 ( Ðlled squares)
and 4 (open squares). The sine curves are not Ðts to the data points ; they
illustrate the plausible similarity of the wavelength for both Ðlaments.

are available for Ðlament 4 than for Ðlament 1 because the
linesareweakerandthevelocityÐeldismorecomplex.Thesame
distance separates nulls and two successive maxima of
velocity gradients in Ðlament 1. The corresponding wave-
length for the variations is 23 pixels, or 0.28 pc. In Ðlament
4, two contiguous nulls are separated by 15 pixels, hence the
wavelength for the gradient variations is 0.36 pc. It is
remarkable that the wavelengths for the gradient variations,
as well as the values of the maximum gradients, are so
similar in both Ðlaments. A tentative interpretation of these
very conspicuous features is given in ° 4. These transverse
gradients could be interpreted as signatures of rotation of
the Ðlaments, about axis-parallel to the Ðlaments. Because
of projection e†ects, the velocity gradient provides an upper
limit to the period of the rotation according to q

max
\ 6.3

Myr/+v, where +v is expressed in km s~1 pc~1. For the two
main Ðlaments, this upper limit is therefore D1 Myr.

The velocity gradients and the velocity Ðeld at the parsec
scale around the dense core are therefore characterized by
three properties : (1) small (D1 km s~1 pc~1) and almost
uniform longitudinal velocity gradients along the two main
Ðlaments ; (2) larger velocity gradients within a few tenths of
a parsec from the dense core, likely ascribed to inward
motions with complex geometry and relative velocity closer
to the velocity than to the sound velocity ; andAlfve� n
(3) large transverse velocity gradients across the main
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Ðlaments, ascribed to rotation, with spatial variations over
D0.3 pc along the Ðlaments.

3.3. Gas Density and Temperature

Long integrations have been performed in the high-
frequency lines 12CO (J \ 4È3) and (J \ 3È2) at three di†er-
ent o†sets relative to the central position of the F98 maps :
(0A, [15A), (0A, [90A), and (75A, 0A). The 12CO (J \ 4È3)
lines were observed in 1997 and 1998 as a check on the
absolute line calibration. The di†erence between the two
years was less than 20%. These three positions were selected
because they sample the line wing emission. The proÐles are
very similar at the three positions, and the lines have been
averaged together. The resulting spectra are displayed in
Figure 7.

Gaussian Ðts have been performed with three com-
ponents for each spectrum. The two low-velocity com-
ponents probably do not correspond to physically di†erent

FIG. 7.È12CO (J \ 2È1) (thin solid line), (J \ 3È2) (solid line), and
(J \ 4È3) (bold solid line) proÐles obtained by integrating together the
emission observed at o†sets (0A, [15A), (0A, [90A), and (75A, 0A). The curves
are the Gaussian Ðts described in the text. The temperature scale is the
corrected main beam temperature of the 12CO (J \ 2È1) line (F98). The
12CO (J \ 4È3) line has been multiplied by 1.7 for clarity.

components because they are centered at the dense core
velocity and are likely to be a single self-absorbed com-
ponent. In each spectrum there is a third, higher-velocity
component centered at and 7.4 km s~1 for thev

lsr
\ 7.8

(J \ 3È2) and (J \ 4È3) lines, respectively, with half-power
widths *v \ 0.4 and 0.8 km s~1, respectively. These values
show that the high-velocity emission does not have the
same distribution in each transition. The 12CO (J \ 1È0)
and (J \ 2È1) line wing emission is still broader. Yet there is
a velocity interval, [7.8, 8.2] km s~1, over which the inten-
sities in each line stay proportional to each other (see Fig.
8), and it is on data from these channels that we build the
argument below, because they are likely not to be contami-
nated by opacity e†ects.

The characteristics of the emission in the four lowest
12CO transitions in this velocity interval are reported in
Table 2. The temperature scale used for the two lowest
transitions, is that introduced in F98. It is the main-T

mb,c
beam intensity corrected for the power collected in the
secondary- and error-beam patterns at IRAM 30 m. The
higher-J line ratios in extreme channels are roughly con-
stant at R(4È3/3È2) \ 0.22 ^ 0.05. If ratios of efficiencies
measured on small planets are taken into account (resolved
emission), R(4È3/3È2) \ 0.29 ^ 0.06. We adopt R(4È3/3È
2) \ 0.25 ^ 0.1 to accommodate the fact that the gas emit-
ting in these transitions is neither in an unresolved structure
nor very extended (see ° 2). We know from the low-J obser-
vations (F98) that the 12CO (J \ 2È1) line wing emission is
not thermalized. The value R(2È1/1È0) \ 0.65 ^ 0.15 that
we determined in F98 is signiÐcantly lower than the LTE
values at kinetic temperatures consistent with the line
brightness K). We therefore compute the popu-(T

k
[ 12

lations of the CO rotational levels in the Large Velocity
Gradient (LVG) approximation. To do so, we consider 33
levels, using the collision cross sections at large tem-
peratures computed by McKee et al. (1982), implemented in
an LVG radiative transfer code provided by M. Pe� rault.

To estimate the density and temperature of the line wing
material, we look for solutions in the N(CO)/*v][n

H2
,

FIG. 8.ÈL eft : 12CO (J \ 3È2) vs. 12 CO (J \ 4È3) line intensities. Right : 12CO (J \ 2È1) vs. 12CO (J \ 3È2) line intensities over the extreme line wings.
The values are line intensities integrated over velocity bins of 0.1 km s~1.
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TABLE 2

LINE INTENSITIES AND RATIOS

T
mb,c

(1È0) T
mb,c

(2È1) T
mb

(3È2) T
mb

(4È3)

(K) (K) (K) (K) R (2È1/1È0) R (3È2/2È1) R (4È3/3È2)

2.5 1.5 0.9 (0.03) 0.25 (0.03) 0.65 ^ 0.15 0.6 ^ 0.1 0.25 ^ 0.1

NOTES.ÈLine intensities are at 7.8 km s~1, and line ratios are in the extreme line wings of the emission,
integrated over the three positions observed at high frequency. The numbers in parentheses are the rms
noise levels of the high-frequency spectra.

plane that satisfy R(4È3/3È2) \ 0.25 ^ 0.1 and R(2È1/
1È0) \ 0.65 ^ 0.15 and have a 12CO (J \ 4È3) line inten-
sity greater than or equal to that observed, i.e., f

s
\

to allow for beam dilution.T
CO

(4È3)
obs

/T
CO

(4È3)
LVG

¹ 1,
Sets of solutions are given in Table 3 for a range of tem-
peratures. For each pair N(CO)/*v] satisfying the[n

H2
,

above three observational constraints, we compute the CO
abundance inferred from the wing velocity coverage
*v \ 0.8 km s~1, where the depth of the line of sight is
taken to be equal to the thickness of the Ðlaments, L \ 0.1
pc, because the line wing emission originates primarily in
the Ðlaments, i.e.,

X(CO) \
N(CO)

*v

*v

n
H2

L
.

Therefore, solutions that would imply X(CO) [ 8 ] 10~5
or are ruled out. Table 3 shows that there is no solu-f

s
[ 1

tion for K or for K. But a whole range ofT
k
\ 20 T

k
[ 250

solutions exists for 20 K: solutions 4, 6, 7, 10,K ¹ T
k
¹ 250

and 13 of Table 3 and a solution with cm~3 atn
H2

\ 180
K. Note that an upper limit to the gas temperatureT

k
\ 250

is provided by the width of the line wing emission. If the CO
motions are thermal, the half-power line width in the 12CO
(J \ 4È3) line of 0.8 km s~1 corresponds to an upper limit of
375 K.

The thermal pressure of each solution is given in the last
column of Table 3. These thermal pressures are all larger
than the conÐning pressure provided by the weight of the

H I layer in the Galaxy K cm~3 at midplane ;(P
H I

/k\104
Boulares & Cox 1990). We estimate that this pressure, at the
distance of the Taurus molecular complex from midplane
(z \ 50 pc), is reduced by a factor of 2 and therefore that the
ambient pressure is only K cm~3. Non-P

H I
/k D 5 ] 103

thermal motions increase the internal pressure within the
Ðlaments according to withP

i,nt
\ o

i
v6
i,nt
2 /3, v6

i,nt
\ 1.6p

i,nt
.

The nonthermal contribution to the observed line width,
*v \ 0.8 km s~1, is obtained by deconvolution from the
thermal contribution. In the same units, the nonthermal
pressure within the Ðlaments is found to vary from P

i,nt
/k D

3 ] 104 to 103 K cm~3 for all the solutions between T
k
\

20 K and 250 K. It is therefore not the dominant contribu-
tion to the internal pressure within the Ðlaments, although
it is not negligible, in particular at low temperature, where
the thermal and nonthermal contributions are similar. Non-
thermal motions in the gas outside the Ðlaments contribute
to the conÐnement of the Ðlaments. This contribution is
estimated as follows. Because 75% of the mass traced by
12CO (J \ 2È1) in the map lies in the Ðlaments and because
the fractional areas of the Ðlaments and background in the
map are the same, the average column density across the
Ðlaments is about 3 times as high as that of the back-
ground. The average density within the Ðlaments, iso

i
,

therefore related to that of the environment, througho
out

,
the ratio of the path lengths across the Ðlaments and the
surrounding gas, for pco

i
\ 3o

out
L

out
/L

fil
B 15o

out
L

out
\ 1

(Ungerechts & Thaddeus 1987) and pc, anL
fil

\ 0.2

TABLE 3

LVG SOLUTIONS

T
k

n
H2

N(CO)/*v P
th

/k

Solution (K) (cm~3) (cm~2/km s~1) X(CO) f
s

(K cm~3)

1 . . . . . . . . 10 103 1017 2.8 ] 10~4 1.2 104

2 . . . . . . . . 10 104 3 ] 1016 8 ] 10~6 2.36 105

3 . . . . . . . . 20 103 3 ] 1016 8 ] 10~5 0.36 2 ] 104

4 . . . . . . . . 20 2 ] 103 1016 1.4 ] 10~5 0.5 4 ] 104

5 . . . . . . . . 20 3 ] 103 5 ] 1015 4.8 ] 10~6 0.6 6 ] 104

6 . . . . . . . . 40 600 1016 4.4 ] 10~5 0.6 2.4 ] 104

7 . . . . . . . . 40 650 5 ] 1015 2.1 ] 10~5 1 2.6 ] 104

8 . . . . . . . . 40 103 2 ] 1015 5.6 ] 10~6 2 4 ] 104

9 . . . . . . . . 60 300 2 ] 1016 1.9 ] 10~4 0.5 1.8 ] 104

10 . . . . . . . 60 400 5 ] 1015 3.5 ] 10~5 1 2.4 ] 104

11 . . . . . . . 60 600 1014 4.8 ] 10~7 4 3.6 ] 104

12 . . . . . . . 100 150 2 ] 1016 4.0 ] 10~4 0.5 1.5 ] 104

13 . . . . . . . 100 300 5 ] 1015 4.8 ] 10~5 1 3 ] 104

14 . . . . . . . 100 450 1014 6.4 ] 10~7 3 4.5 ] 104

15 . . . . . . . 250 100 1016 2.8 ] 10~4 0.71 2.5 ] 104

16 . . . . . . . 250 170 5 ] 1015 8 ] 10~5 0.83 4.2 ] 104

17 . . . . . . . 250 250 1015 1.1 ] 10~5 3 6.2 ] 104

NOTES.ÈLVG solutions satisfying R(4È3/3È2) \ 0.25 ^ 0.1 and R(2È1/1È0) \
0.65 ^ 0.15 for a broad range of kinetic temperatures. Solutions 4, 6, 7, 10, and 13 are
consistent with the additional constraints and X(CO) \ 8 ] 10~5.f

s
¹ 1
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average value of the projected size of the Ðlaments (B300A)
at the emission level of 1 K km s~1. The line widths outside
the Ðlaments are at most 1.5 times as large as those within
(see the space-velocity cuts of Figs. 3 and 4). Assuming
that these line widths are dominated by a nonthermal con-
tribution provides an upper limit to the turbu-
lent pressure, exerted by theirP

out,nt
/k \ o

out
v6
out,nt
2 /3,

environment on the Ðlaments. For ando
out

\ o
i
/15 v6

out,nt
\

the nonthermal pressure exerted by the1.5v6
i,nt

,
environment on the Ðlaments is and thusP

out,nt
\ 0.15P

i,nt
ranges between 4.5 ] 103 and 165 K cm~3, depending on
the solution adopted for the gas density within the Ðla-
ments.

Therefore, the total internal pressure inside the Ðlaments
(thermal plus nonthermal) is found to range between
7 ] 104 and 4.6 ] 104 K cm~3, while the external pressure
(weight of the H I layer plus external turbulent pressure)
does not exceed 104 K cm~3. This is insufficient to balance
the internal pressure of the Ðlaments. In ° 4, we discuss the
issue of the conÐnement of the Ðlaments.

The above set of solutions assumes a single gas com-
ponent. Yet other solutions are possible, where very dense
and cold cells, unresolved by existing observations, are
coated by lower density gas of large optical depth in the
low-J transitions. In such two-component solutions, the
(J \ 1È0) emission is dominated by that of the low-density
envelope of each cell, while the 12CO (J \ 4È3) emission
arises mostly in the densest and coldest parts. The 12CO
(J \ 2È1) and (J \ 3È2) emissions are a combination of
both. The problem with such solutions lies in the fact that
the envelope of each cell must be quite optically thick in the
12CO (J \ 1È0) line. It is possible, though. For instance, the
cells proposed in F98 to explain the low-J CO line proper-
ties [sheetlike or Ðlamentary cells of 200 AU, cold (T

k
\ 20

K), with density cm~3] are optically thick inn
H2

\ 3 ] 103
the 12CO (J \ 1È0) and (J \ 2È1) lines but would not be
detected in the 12CO (J \ 4È3) line at the level observed,
even though they would have a surface Ðlling factor of
unity. Each cell would need to have a denser, much smaller
core, responsible for the observed 12CO (J \ 4È3) emission.
Cores of density cm~3 or higher and N(CO)/n

H2
\ 2 ] 104

*v \ 1016 cm~2(km s~1)~1 would be a plausible solution
to explain the strength of the 12CO (J \ 4È3) wing. Yet size
scales as small as 40 AU are inferred for these cores and the
problem of beam dilution is raised, unless these cores too
have nonspherical geometries and large surface Ðlling factor
as a whole.

In a recent study, Hegmann & Kegel (2000) have shown
that density Ñuctuations strongly a†ect the line proÐles and
line intensity ratios in a turbulent velocity Ðeld. They Ðnd,
for instance, that the line intensity ratio R(4È3/1È0)
increases by a factor of 2 when the dispersion of the one-
point distribution function of the density is increased by a
factor of 20, for the same turbulent velocity Ðeld and for the
same correlation length as for the density. Of course, the
two density distributions are very di†erent : in the Ðrst case
half the mass is contained in gas at densities higher than the
average density, while in the latter case half the mass is in
clumps of density more than 10 times the average density.
Yet this example illustrates the high sensitivity of the line
ratios, in particular those of well-separated rotational tran-
sitions, to the structures of the velocity and density Ðelds
(dispersions and correlation lengths). Interestingly, Ingalls
et al. (2000) have reported observations of high-latitude

clouds in the four lowest rotational transitions of CO. They
Ðnd that all the integrated line intensities are linearly corre-
lated and infer, as Falgarone & Phillips (1996) and Fal-
garone et al. (1998) did, that the excitation conditions are
uniform in these clouds. From their line ratios, in particular
the large intensities of the CO (J \ 4È3) lines, they conclude
that the solution is high-density, low-temperature gas with
CO-emitting cells D2000 AU. Clearly, from our Figure 8,
we cannot state that the di†erent line emissions are linearly
correlated across the line wings, and we conclude that the
gas emitting in the line wings in the vicinity of L1512 has
di†erent physical properties than that dominating the emis-
sion of high-latitude molecular clouds.

A detailed model of individual cells, including geometry
and velocity Ðeld, is warranted to further quantify a solu-
tion with large density (and temperature) gradients at small
scale (\200 AU). This must await new observations with
sensitive interferometers in the millimeter line domain and
theoretical developments regarding cell structure, because
at present we are not able to sufficiently constrain the
geometry and the velocity Ðeld of the CO-emitting cells at
such small scales.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. T he Plausibility of the Hot Diluted Solutions

It is somewhat disappointing to Ðnd out that CO lines in
four di†erent rotational transitions and a large-scale map
are not yet sufficient to determine unambiguously the
density and temperature structure of the Ðlaments sur-
rounding a nearby dense core.

However, the set of low-density and warm solutions is
consistent with recent detections of large abundances of
HCO` in these Ðlaments (Falgarone et al. 2001, in
preparation). The large abundances inferred from the line
intensity of the HCO` (J \ 1È0) line detected in emission
are inconsistent with steady-state chemistry in gas at
density lower than 104 cm~3. These large abundances can
be explained by nonequilibrium chemistry triggered in hot
regions, transiently heated by bursts of dissipation of turbu-
lent energy. The high temperatures reached by the gas in the
dissipation bursts allow endothermic reactions (or reactions
with large energy barriers) to be activated. These bursts of
dissipation are associated either with MHD shocks (Flower
& Pineau des 1998) or with coherent, strong vorticesForeü ts
bounded by layers of large velocity shear, in which viscous
dissipation is large (Joulain et al. 1998). Subsequent isobaric
cooling of these regions, once the burst has switched o†, and
the concomitant photodissociation of the molecules formed
during the burst of dissipation have been computed. The
HCO` abundances are consistent with those observed
when the gas densities are between 50 and 103 cm~3 with
gas kinetic temperatures between 200K and 50 K, depend-
ing on the external shielding from the UV Ðeld. The time
elapsed after the end of the burst, when the gas has cooled
down to 200 K and X(HCO`) \ 2 ] 10~9, for instance, is
short, 2 ] 103 yr for an ambient visual extinction of 1A

v
mag. At lower extinction, it would be even shorter.

Although we cannot rule out that these large HCO`

abundances originate in very dense, small, and cold cells
such as those envisioned in the previous section, it is strik-
ing that nonequilibrium processes triggered by intermittent
dissipation of turbulent energy are so consistent with the
data.
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4.2. T he ConÐnement of the Filaments by a Helical
Magnetic Field

We turn now to the dynamics of the two main Ðlaments.
We estimate their mass per unit length to be m \ 1015 g
cm~1 \ 1.6 pc~1 for an average densityM

_
n
H2

\ 103
cm~3 within a radius of 0.1 pc, corresponding to the
average half-power size. Their one-dimensional internal
velocity dispersion (p \ 0.13 km s~1) is derived from the
CO half-power line width (*v \ 0.2 km s~1). The virial
mass per unit length is pc~1, so thatm

vir
\ 2p2/G \ 7.5 M

_
the Ðlaments are far below virial balance between self-
gravity and internal kinetic energy, They arem/m

vir
\ 0.2.

not held either by the pressure of the H I layer or by the
turbulent pressure of their environment, as shown in ° 3. We
therefore consider magnetic conÐnement.

In recent papers, Fiege & Pudritz (2000a, 2000b) study
the equilibria of pressure-truncated Ðlaments held by self-
gravity and/or helical magnetic Ðelds. They Ðnd that
observed properties of Ðlaments in molecular clouds,
namely and the ratio of the surface pressure tom/m

vir
P

s
/P1 ,

internal average pressure, are more consistent with models
with helical Ðelds than either unmagnetized models or those
with purely poloidal Ðelds. They stress that, for magnetic
Ðeld intensities decreasing with the radius of the Ðlaments,
the poloidal component of the Ðeld, helps in supportingB

z
,

Ðlaments against self-gravity and that the toroidal com-
ponent, squeezes the Ðlaments. Helical Ðelds thereforeB

Õ
,

either support or conÐne Ðlaments, depending on the ratio
of the toroidal and poloidal Ñux to mass ratios. They!

Õ
/!

z
study the linear stability of these equilibrium conÐgurations
to axisymmetric perturbations. Their results appear to be
particularly relevant to the present observations, as we
explain below.

Fiege & Pudritz (2000a, 2000b) Ðnd that the gravity-
driven modes, which dominate when is weak compared!

Õ
to tend to generate long (compared to the thickness of!

z
,

the Ðlaments) wavelength instabilities, whereas in the
opposite condition, MHD modes develop with!

Õ
[ !

z
,

much smaller wavelengths. Gravity-driven and MHD
modes blend together at intermediate wavelengths and cor-
respond to the physical regime in which the Ðlaments frag-
ment most slowly. The striking point in their results is that
these instabilities induce toroidal velocities in the Ðlaments
that change sign with a spatial period equal to the wave-
length of the instability. This is a pattern extremely remi-
niscent of what has been observed in the two main Ðlaments
(Figs. 5 and 6).

We have therefore estimated from their computations
which kind of instability the observed Ñipping of the trans-
verse velocity gradients traces. It is determined by the ratio,
j/D, of the observed wavelength (j) to the ÐlamentsÏ diam-
eter (D D 0.1 pc), under the assumption that the observed
wavelength is that of the mode of fastest-growing instability

for a given value of The observed ratio is(j
max

) !
Õ
/!

z
.

j/D D 3 for the two main Ðlaments discussed in ° 3. This
corresponds to an MHD instability developing in a toroi-
dally dominated magnetic Ðeld, and it is indeed very close
to the intermediate regime in which self-gravity starts to be
important and the growth rates of the instability are the
smallest. The determination of the ratio requiresB

Õ
/B

z
knowledge of the dependence of the gas density on radius,
which has not yet been determined observationally. Accord-
ing to Fiege & Pudritz (2000b), the growth rate of this
instability is 3 ] 10~15 s~1 \ u \ 10~14 s~1, which corre-

sponds to rather long timescales, between 5 ] 105 and
1.6 ] 106 yr.

In such a regime, the toroidal component has twoB
Õ

roles : it helps in conÐning the Ðlament and has a stabilizing
inÑuence. The variation with radius of the toroidal com-
ponent induces a z component of the current j \ $ Â B,
hence a radial component of the Lorentz force. The inten-
sity of the Lorentz force may be approximated by F

L
B

where B is the intensity of the Ðeld and theB2/4nr
0
, r

0
thickness of the Ðlament, over which signiÐcantlyB

Õ
changes. For B \ 10 kG and pc,r

0
\ 0.1 F

L
D 2 ] 10~29

dynes cm~3. The radial component of the Lorentz force
helps in conÐning the Ðlament because the drag force
between the ions and neutrals has a comparable amplitude.
The force per unit volume exerted by the ions on the neu-
trals via collisions is whereF

in
\ co

i
o
n
(v

i
[ v

n
) c \

cm3 s~1 g~1 (main ion HCO`),SpvT
in
/(k

i
] k

n
) D 014 o

i
and are the mass densities of ions and neutrals, ando

n
v
i
[v

n
is the amplitude of the drift velocity. It is interesting that

for cm~3, km s~1, and anF
in

\ F
L

n
H2

\ 500 v
i
[v

n
\ 0.3

ionization degree of x \ 2 ] 10~6. Were the magnetic Ðeld
structured at smaller scales without being more intense, the
Lorentz force would increase because the current vector
would increase, but the conÐnement of the neutrals by the
Ðeld would be efficient only if the drag force between ions
and neutrals increases accordingly, i.e., for larger densities
or larger drift velocities.

ConÐnement of dense cores with poloidal Ðelds requires
that the magnetic Ðelds rise toward the edges of the cores,
squashing them into a prolate shape (J. D. Fiege 2000,
private communication). Tagger, Falgarone, & Shukurov
(1995) and, more recently, Franqueira, Tagger, & deGo� mez
Castro (2000) have shown that, if neutrals and magnetic
Ðeld decouple at small scale, ambipolar Ðlamentation of the
magnetic Ðeld under the e†ect of turbulence causes the ions
and magnetic Ñux to condense into structures from which
the neutrals are progressively expelled as time increases. In
these regions, the neutrals compress the ions and the Ðeld
and reciprocally, the ions and Ðeld compress the neutrals.

This tentative interpretation of our observations, namely
the Ñipping of the transverse velocity gradients along the
Ðlaments, provides considerable evidence for helical Ðeld in
a Ðlamentary molecular structure. The ratio of the wave-
length of the instability to the Ðlament thickness is the Ðrst
dynamical manifestation that the toroidal component is the
dominant component of the magnetic Ðeld. This toroidal
component has the important role of conÐning the Ðla-
ments, which are far from being held by self-gravity

by pressure of the H I component, or by(m/m
vir

\ 0.2),
turbulent pressure.

4.3. Slow Gas Accretion onto the Dense Core

The longitudinal velocity gradients observed along the
Ðlaments and within a few tenths of a parsec from the core
may trace gas motions toward the dense core. It is not
possible, without a detailed model of the core, to determine
what drives the inward motion, in particular if it is due to a
nonthermal pressure gradient between the core and its
environment. Gravity has to play a role, but magnetic
forces, as discussed in the previous paragraph, are expected
to strongly modify the collapse.

We can estimate the accretion rate of the environment
onto the dense core from the velocity gradients observed in
the dense core environment (Table 1). If we assume that
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accretion is taking place in 4n/8 steradians (as suggested by
the geometry in projection) and that the average density
of the infalling gas is cm~3, we Ðnd that then

H2
\ 500

accretion rate is of the order of yr~1M0 \ 4 ] 10~6 M
_

(r/0.2 km s~1). This is an upper limit, however,pc)2(v
rel

/0.5
since the infalling gas may not Ðll 4n/8 steradians and may
be structured over smaller solid angles, as suggested by the
spatial variations of the gradients in the core vicinity. A
range of relative velocities of accreting gas relative to the
dense core is provided by the values of in Table 1, and rv

rel
is the distance from the core center at which this velocity is
measured.

L1512 therefore appears to be a very young dense core
which is likely to be still growing by gas accretion. This
would be consistent with the fact that L1512 is one of the
least centrally condensed of the nearby dense cores mapped
in the submillimeter continuum emission (Ward-Thompson
et al. 1994) and has no signpost of infall motions toward a
central object, such as the so-called blue-line asymmetry
(Gregersen & Evans 2000).

It may be helpful here to stress that the inward motions
observed in the vicinity of L1512 are of a di†erent nature
from those detected within D0.03 pc of the center of several
dense cores, interpreted as possible infall motions related to
star formation (Lee, Myers, & Tafalla 1999). They may also
di†er from the so-called extended inward motions detected
in L1544 by Tafalla et al. (1998) : those inward motions
extend over at most 0.1 pc from the center of the core and
are identiÐed with optically thin tracers, while they are here
observed up to almost 1 pc from the core in L1512. The size
scales over which these inward motions are observed there-
fore di†er by almost 1 order of magnitude. In addition, the
relative velocities between the infalling gas and the core are
larger at large scale in L1512 than at small scale in L1544.
Yet these motions might coexist in both cores : the L1544
maps of Tafalla et al. (1998) do not extend far enough from
the core, and our analysis based on 12CO cannot probe the
inner 0.1 pc of L1512. In L1512, the puzzle raised by the fact
that the relative velocity increases with the distance from
the core is left unsolved, except for the possibility of the
gravitational collapse of a mass of gas at uniform density in
a very early phase (Spitzer 1978).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The parsec-scale environment of the starless dense core

L1512 is characterized by conspicuous Ðlaments, which
contain the bulk of the mass (as traced by 12CO) and con-
verge in projection and in velocity on the dense core loca-
tion. The gas in this environment reveals a high level of
complexity.

First, the gas is far from quiescent, and various motions
are observed at di†erent scales. There is spinning of the
Ðlaments along their long axis, with velocity gradients up to
D8 km s~1 pc~1 implying a rotation period D1 Myr.
There are inÑow motions toward the dense core along the
main Ðlaments (up to about 1 pc from the core), but also
along more distributed directions, over a few tenths of
parsec from the core, at velocities (relative to that of the
dense core) likely to be closer to the velocity than toAlfve� n
the sound velocity. The gas accretion rate to the core is
low, very likely mediated and slowed by strong magnetic
forces.

Second, we Ðnd oscillations in the toroidal velocity of the
Ðlaments, and a tentative interpretation is proposed : it may
be the signature of an MHD instability developing in Ðla-
ments threaded by a helical magnetic Ðeld. In the present
case of Ðlaments not conÐned by self-gravity nor by external
pressure, the toroidal component dominates the Ðeld and
contributes to the conÐnement of the gas.

Last, there is evidence for the existence of warm and
diluted gas in the environment of this dense core. This gas is
at present out of chemical and thermal balance and may
have been formerly heated by a burst of viscous dissipation
of turbulence, switched o† a few thousand years ago.

These observational properties suggest that rotation
seems to manifest itself more than compression in the
environment of this dense core and that the magnetic Ðeld
plays a major role in mediating the gas infall leading to the
growth of the dense core.
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at the University of California, Santa Barbara (NSF grant
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Submillimeter Observatory is funded by NSF grant AST
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